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CONTINENTAL AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office: 2801 Devine Street, Columbia, South Carolina 29205

(herein called Continental American)

CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE FOR
ACCIDENTAL INJURY POLICY

THIS IS AN ACCIDENT ONLY COVERAGE
AND DOES NOT PAY BENEFITS FOR LOSS FROM SICKNESS

(COVERAGE FOR SICKNESS MAY BE INCLUDED IN A SEPARATE RIDER,
REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREMIUMS.)

PLEASE READ YOUR CERTIFICATE CAREFULLY
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We certify that you are insured under the Accidental Injury Policy (herein called the Plan) issued to your 
employer, the Policyholder, subject to the definitions, exclusions and other provisions of the Plan against loss 
resulting from accidental injury.

Certain provisions of the Plan are summarized in this Certificate. All provisions of the Plan, whether contained 
in your Certificate or not, apply to the insurance referred to by the Certificate.

The Effective Date of your Certificate is as shown in the Certificate Schedule if you are on that date actively at
work for the Policyholder. If not, this Certificate will become effective on the next date you are actively at 
work as an eligible employee. This Certificate will remain in effect for the period for which the premium has 
been paid. This Certificate may be continued for further periods as stated in the Plan.

This Certificate is issued in consideration of the payment in advance of the required premium and of your 
statements and representations in the Application. A copy of your Application is attached and made a part of 
this Certificate.

This Certificate, on its Effective Date, automatically replaces any Certificate or Certificates previously issued to
you under the Plan.
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SECTION I             DEFINITIONS

When the terms below are used in this Certificate, the following definitions will apply:

We, Us, Our - means Continental American.

You and Your - the Insured named in the Certificate Schedule.

Accidental Injury or Injuries - means bodily injury or injuries caused solely by or as the result of a covered 
accident.

Covered Accident - means an accident which occurs on or after your Effective Date, while this Certificate is 
in force and which is not specifically excluded.

Doctor or Physician - means a person, other than yourself or a member of your immediate family, who:

1. is licensed by the state to practice a healing art;
2. performs services which are allowed by his or her license; and
3. performs services for which benefits are provided by this Certificate.

Under the Fractures and Dislocations Benefit, a doctor means a person, other than yourself or a member of 
your immediate family, who is licensed by the state to practice medicine or osteopathy.

Hospital - means a place which:

1. is legally licensed and operated as a hospital;
2. provides overnight care of injured and sick people;
3. is supervised by a doctor;
4. has full-time nurses supervised by a registered nurse;
5. has on-site or pre-arranged use of X-ray equipment, laboratory and surgical facilities; and
6. maintains permanent medical history records.

A hospital is not:

1. a nursing home;
2. an extended care facility;
3. a convalescent home;
4. a rest home or a home for the aged;
5. a place for alcoholics or drug addicts; or
6. a mental institution.

Hospital Intensive Care Unit - means a specifically designed facility of the hospital that provides the highest 
level of medical care which is restricted to those patients who are critically ill or injured. Such facilities must 
be separate and apart from the surgical recovery room and from rooms, beds, and wards customarily used for 
patient confinement. They must be permanently equipped with special life-saving equipment for the care of the 
critically ill or injured. They must be under constant and continuous observation by nursing staffs assigned on a 
full-time basis, exclusively to the Intensive Care Unit.

Immediate Family - means your spouse, son, daughter, mother, father, sister or brother.

Your Occupation - means the occupation in which you are regularly engaged at the time you become 
disabled.
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Actively at Work - to be considered actively at work, you must perform for a full normal workday the regular 
duties of your employment at the regular place of business of the group policyholder or at a location to which 
you may be required to travel to perform the regular duties of your employment.

Full-Time Work – Please refer to the Master Policy.

Treatment or Medical Treatment - means consultation, care or services provided by a physician including 
diagnostic measures and taking prescribed drugs and medicines.

Elimination Period - means the number of days of hospital confinement that must elapse before benefits 
become payable. The number of days is shown in the Plan Schedule. Benefits are not payable, nor do they 
accrue during an Elimination Period.

ON-JOB BENEFITS - On-job benefits means the benefits we will pay if a covered accident occurs while you 
are working at any job for pay or benefits..

OFF-JOB BENEFITS - Off-job benefits means the benefits we will pay if a covered accident occurs while 
you are not working at any job for pay or benefits..

SECTION II PREMIUMS AND INDIVIDUAL TERMINATIONS

PREMIUMS

Premiums are not Guaranteed: The initial premium shown in the Certificate Schedule is the premium 
covering the period from the Effective Date to the next renewal date of this Certificate. Renewal premiums will 
be in accordance with the schedule of premium rates in effect at the time of renewals as set forth in the Plan.

Certificate Term: The first term of this certificate starts on the Effective Date in the Certificate Schedule.  It 
ends on the first renewal date also shown. Later terms will be the periods for which renewal premiums are paid 
when due.  All terms will begin and end at 12:01 A.M., Standard Time, at the Policyholder's address.  The 
renewal premium for each term will be due on the day preceding term end, subject to the Grace Period.

Grace Period:  The Plan has a 31 day Grace Period. This means that if a renewal premium is not paid on or 
before the date it is due, it may be paid during the next 31 days. During the Grace Period, your coverage under 
the Plan will stay in force.

INDIVIDUAL TERMINATIONS

An employee's insurance will terminate on the earliest of:

1. the date the Plan is terminated;
2. on the 31st day after the premium due date if the required premium has not been paid;
3. on the date you cease to meet the definition of an Employee as defined in the Plan;
4. on the premium due date which falls on or first follows your 70th birthday; or
5. on the date he or she is no longer a member of the class eligible.

Termination of the insurance on any employee will be without prejudice to his or her rights as regarding any 
claim arising prior thereto.

SECTION III BENEFIT PROVISIONS

The benefit amounts payable under this Section are shown in the Benefit Schedule. Coverage terminates on the 
premium due date which falls on or first follows your 70th birthday; at that time all benefits cease regardless of 
the maximum benefit period.
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FRACTURES

Fractures - A fracture is a break in a bone which can be seen by x-ray you fracture a bone in a covered 
accident, and it is diagnosed and treated by a physician within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the 
appropriate amount shown in the Benefit Schedule.

If the fracture requires open reduction, we will pay 150% of the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule.

Multiple Fractures - If more than one fracture requiring either open or closed reduction occurs in any one 
covered accident, we will pay the amounts shown in the Benefit Schedule for each fracture. However, we 
will pay no more than 150% of the benefit amount for the bone fractured which has the higher dollar 
value.

Chip Fracture - A chip fracture is a piece of bone which is completely broken off near a joint. If a 
physician diagnoses the fracture as a chip fracture, we will pay 10% of the amount shown in the Benefit 
Schedule for the affected bone.

DISLOCATIONS

Dislocation - A dislocation is a completely separated joint. If you dislocate a joint in a covered accident,  
and it is diagnosed and treated by a physician within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the amount  
shown in the Benefit Schedule.

If the dislocation requires open reduction, we will pay 150% of the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule.

We will pay benefits only for the first dislocation of a joint. We will not pay for recurring dislocations of 
the same joint. If you dislocated a joint before the Effective Date of this Certificate and you dislocate the  
same joint again, it will not be covered by this Certificate.

Multiple Dislocations - If more than one dislocation requiring either open or closed reduction occurs in 
any one covered accident, we will pay the amounts shown in the Benefit Schedule for each dislocation. 
However, we will pay no more than 150% of the benefit amount for the joint dislocated which has the 
higher dollar value.

Partial Dislocation - A partial dislocation is one in which the joint is not completely separated. If a 
physician diagnoses and treats the accidental injury as a partial dislocation, we will pay 25% of the amount 
shown in the Benefit Schedule for the affected joint.

Fracture and Dislocation - If you fracture a bone and dislocate a joint in the same accident, we will pay 
for both. However, we will pay no more than 150% of the benefit amount for the bone fractured or joint 
dislocated which has the higher dollar value.

LACERATIONS

Lacerations - If you receive laceration in a covered accident and the laceration is repaired with stitches by 
a physician within 72 hours after the accident, we will pay the appropriate amount shown in the Benefit 
Schedule. The amount paid will be based on the length of the laceration.

If you receive a laceration in a covered accident and the laceration does not require stitches but is treated 
by a physician within 72 after the accident, we will pay the appropriate amount shown in the Benefit
Schedule.

If you suffer multiple lacerations in a covered accident and the lacerations are repaired with stitches by a 
physician within 72 hours after the accident, we will pay this benefit based on the largest single laceration 
which requires stitches, as shown in the Benefit Schedule.
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CONCUSSIONS

Concussions - If you are injured in a covered accident and the injury causes you to have a concussion, we 
will pay this benefit in the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule. Concussion means a head injury 
resulting in electroencephalogram abnormality.

COMA

Coma - If you suffer a coma lasting 30 days or more as the result of a covered accident, we will pay this 
benefit as shown in the Benefit Schedule. Coma means a state of profound unconsciousness caused by  a 
covered accident.

EMERGENCY DENTAL WORK

Emergency Dental Work - We will pay this benefit if you receive an injury to sound natural teeth as the 
result of a covered accident. We will pay for repair with a crown or for extraction as shown in the Benefit
Schedule.

INJURIES REQUIRING SURGERY

Eye Injuries - If you injure an eye in a covered accident and surgical repair is performed by a physician 
within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule. If a physician 
removes an foreign body from your eye, with or without anesthesia, we will pay the amount shown in the 
Benefit Schedule.

Tendons and Ligaments - If you tear, sever or rupture a tendon or ligament in a covered accident, receive 
treatment from a physician within 60 days, and have surgical repair within 90 days after the accident, we 
will pay the appropriate amount shown in the Benefit Schedule. The amount paid will be based on the 
number (single or multiple) of tendons or ligaments repaired.

If you are in a covered accident and fracture a bone or dislocate a joint, and tear, sever or rupture a tendon 
or ligament, we will pay only one benefit. We will pay the largest of the fracture benefit, the dislocation 
benefit, or the tendon and ligament benefit.

Ruptured Disc - If you rupture a disc in your spine in a covered accident, receive treatment from a 
physician within 60 days after the accident and have surgical repair by a physician within one year after the 
accident, we will pay the appropriate amount shown in the Benefit Schedule. The amount paid will be 
based on when the accident occurred.

Torn Knee Cartilage - We will pay this benefit in the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule if you are 
injured in a covered accident and:

1. Accidental injuries result in torn knee cartilage;
2. Such injury requires treatment by a physician within 60 days from the date of the covered 

accident; and
3. Such injury requires repair by surgical operation within one year from the date of the covered 

accident.

The amount paid will be based on when the accident occurred.

Internal Injuries - We will pay this benefit as shown in the Benefits Schedule if you have internal injuries 
as the result of a covered accident which result in open abdominal or thoracic surgery.

Exploratory Surgery - If as the result of an injury in a covered accident you have exploratory surgery
(without repair), we will pay the amount shown on the Benefit Schedule.
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PARALYSIS

Paralysis - Paralysis means the permanent loss of movement of two or more limbs. If you are injured in a 
covered accident and the injury causes paralysis which lasts more than 90 days and is diagnosed by a 
physician within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the appropriate amount shown in the Benefit 
Schedule. The amount paid will be based on the number of limbs paralyzed.

If this benefit is paid and you later die as a result of the same covered accident, we will pay the appropriate 
Death Benefit, less any amounts paid under the Paralysis Benefit.

BURNS

Burns - If you are burned in a covered accident and are treated by a physician within 72 hours after the 
accident, we will pay the burn benefit shown in the Benefit Schedule according to the percentage of body 
surface burned.

First degree burns are not covered.

SERVICES

Blood/Plasma - If you are injured in a covered accident and receive blood or plasma as a result of the 
injury within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule.

Ambulance - If you are injured in a covered accident and require transportation to a hospital by a 
professional ambulance service (including "air ambulance" service) within 90 days after the accident, we 
will pay the appropriate amount shown in the Benefit Schedule.

Transportation - We will pay this benefit if you are injured in a covered accident and the injury causes 
the attending physician to recommend hospital treatment or diagnostic study which is not available in your 
city of residence. We will pay the applicable amount shown in the Benefit Schedule for transportation by 
train, plane, or bus for each covered accident.  Use of such transportation must begin within 90 days from 
the date of the covered accident. The distance to the location of the hospital treatment or diagnostic study 
must be greater than 50 miles from your residence.

Family Member Lodging - We will pay this benefit in amount and for the number of days shown in the 
Benefit Schedule, for each night's lodging in a motel/hotel room for an adult member of your immediate 
family when you are confined to a hospital for treatment of an injury due to a covered accident. The 
Hospital and motel/hotel must be more than 100 miles from your residence. The treatment must be 
prescribed by your local physician. 

Medical Fees - If you are injured in a covered accident and receive treatment within one year after the 
accident, we will pay the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule for:

1. emergency room services and supplies; 
2. X-rays; 
3. physician services.

We will pay for these services up to the total amount shown for medical fees in the Benefit Schedule, for   
each covered accident.

This benefit is payable if you received initial treatment within 60 days after the accident.

Prosthesis - We will pay the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule for each prosthetic device you use as 
the result of an injury received in a covered accident. Hearing aids, wigs, or dental aids including but not 
limited to false teeth are not covered.  
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Appliances - If you are advised by a physician to use a medical appliance as an aid in personal locomotion 
as the result of an injury received in a covered accident, we will pay the amount shown in the Benefit 
Schedule. Medical appliance means crutches, wheelchairs, leg braces, back braces and walkers.

Accident Follow-up Treatment - We will pay this benefit when you receive follow-up treatment for an 
injury received as a result of a covered accident. We will pay for a maximum of 6 (six) treatments per 
covered accident. You must have received initial treatment within 72 hours of a covered accident and 
follow-up treatment must begin within 30 days of the covered accident or discharge from the hospital.

Physical Therapy - If you are injured in a covered accident and that injury requires physical therapy, we 
will pay this benefit for a maximum of six physical therapy sessions per covered accident. You must have 
received initial treatment for the injury within 72 hours of the covered accident and physical therapy must 
begin within 30 days of the covered accident or discharge from the hospital. Treatment must begin within 
6 months of the accident. We will not pay this benefit for the same visit that the Accident Follow-up 
Treatment benefit is paid.

Wellness - After premiums have been paid for 12 months and while your coverage is in force, we will pay 
the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule for annual physical exams, mammograms, pap smears, eye 
examinations, immunizations, flexible sigmoidoscopy, PAS tests, ultrasounds and blood screening.
This benefit is payable once each 12-month period.

HOSPITAL BENEFITS

Hospital Admission - We will pay this benefit when you are injured in a covered accident and the injury 
requires hospital confinement as a resident bed patient within 6 months of the date of the accident.

We will pay the Hospital Admission Benefit amount shown in the Benefit Schedule. We will not pay this 
benefit for confinement to an observation unit, or for emergency room treatment or outpatient treatment.

We will pay this benefit once per calendar year.

Hospital Confinement - If you are injured in a covered accident and the injury causes you to be confined 
to a hospital within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule, 
subject to the elimination period if any, for each day that you are confined to a hospital. The length of time 
shown for hospital confinement in the Benefit Schedule is the maximum period for which you can collect 
benefits for hospital confinements resulting from the same injury.

This benefit is payable once per hospital confinement even if the confinement is caused by more than one 
accidental injury.

Hospital Intensive Care - If you are injured in a covered accident and the injury causes you to be 
confined to a hospital intensive care unit, we will pay this benefit in amount  and for the number of days 
shown in the Benefit Schedule per covered accident. This benefit is payable in addition to the Hospital 
Confinement Benefit above.

DISMEMBERMENT

Dismemberment - If you are injured in a covered accident and the injury causes loss of a hand, foot or 
sight within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the amount shown in the Benefit Schedule.

If you lose one hand, foot or the sight of one eye in a covered accident, we will pay the single loss benefit 
shown in the Benefit Schedule.

If you lose both hands, feet, the sight of both eyes or a combination of any two, we will pay the double loss 
benefit shown in the Benefit Schedule.
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If you lose one or more finger or toe in a covered accident, we will pay the finger/toe benefit shown in the 
Benefit Schedule.

Dismemberment means:

1. Loss of a hand: the hand is cut off at or above the wrist joint; or 
2. Loss of a foot: the foot is cut off at or above the ankle; or
3. Loss of sight: at least 80% of the vision in one eye is lost.  Such loss of sight must be permanent 

and irrecoverable or
4. Loss of a finger/toe: the finger or toe is cut off at or above the joint where it is attached to the 

hand or foot.

If you do not qualify for the Dismemberment Benefit but loose at least one joint of a finger or toe, we will 
pay the Partial Dismemberment shown in the Benefit Schedule. 

If this benefit is paid and you later die as a result of the same covered accident, we will pay the appropriate 
death benefit, less any amounts paid under this benefit.

ACCIDENTAL DEATH

Accidental Death - If you are injured in a covered accident and the injury causes you to die within 90 days
after the accident, we will pay the Accidental Death Benefit shown in the Benefit Schedule. If the 
Accidental Death Benefit is paid, we will not pay the Accidental Common Carrier Death Benefit.

Accidental Common Carrier Death - If you are injured in a covered accident and the injury causes you 
to die within 90 days after the accident, we will pay the Accidental Common Carrier Death Benefit in the 
amount shown in the Benefit Schedule if the injury is the result of traveling as a fare-paying passenger on a
common carrier, as defined below.

Common carrier means:

1. an airline carrier which is licensed by the United States Federal Aviation Administration and 
operated by a licensed pilot on a regular schedule between established airports; 

2. a railroad train which is licensed and operated for passenger service only; or 
3. a boat or ship which is licensed for passenger service and operated on a regular schedule between 

established ports.

If the Accidental Common Carrier Death Benefit is paid, we will not pay the Accidental Death Benefit.

SECTION IV LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSIONS

PRE-EXISTING CONDITION LIMITATION

PRE-EXISTING CONDITION - Pre-existing Condition means within the 12-month period prior to the 
Effective Date of this Certificate and attached Riders, as applicable, those conditions for which medical advice 
or treatment was received or recommended. 

We will not pay benefits for any loss, injury or total disability which is caused by, contributed to by, or 
resulting from a pre-existing condition for 12 months after the Effective Date of your Certificate and attached 
riders, as applicable.

A claim for benefits for loss starting after 12 months from the Effective Date of your Certificate and attached 
riders, as applicable, will not be reduced or denied on the grounds that it is caused by a pre-existing condition.
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This certificate may have been issued as a replacement for a Certificate previously issued to you under the 
Plan. If so, then the pre-existing condition limitation provision of this Certificate applies only to any increase in 
benefits over the prior Certificate. Any remaining period of pre-existing condition limitation of the prior
Certificate would continue to apply to the prior level of benefits.

EXCLUSIONS

We will not pay benefits for loss caused by pre-existing conditions (except as stated in the previous provision).

We will not pay benefits for loss, injury, total disability or death contributed to, caused by, or resulting from:

1. War - participating in war or any act of war, declared or not, or participating in the armed forces of or 
contracting with any country or international authority.  We will return the prorated premium for any 
period not covered by this certificate when you are in such service.

2. Suicide - committing or attempting to commit suicide, while sane or insane.

3. Sickness - having any disease or bodily/mental illness or degenerative process. We also will not pay 
benefits for any related medical/surgical treatment or diagnostic procedures for such illness.

4. Self-Inflicted Injuries - injuring or attempting to injure yourself intentionally.

5. Traveling - traveling more than 40 miles outside the territorial limits of the United States, Canada, 
Mexico, Puerto Rico, the Bahamas, Virgin Islands, Bermuda, and Jamaica, except under the 
Accidental Common Carrier Death Benefit.

6. Racing - Riding in or driving any motor-driven vehicle in a race, stunt show or speed test.

7. Aviation - operating, learning to operate, serving as a crew member on, or jumping or falling from any 
aircraft, including those which are not motor-driven.

8. Intoxication - being legally intoxicated, or being under the influence of any narcotic, unless such is 
taken under the direction of a physician.

9. Illegal Acts - participating or attempting to participate in an illegal activity, or working at an illegal 
job.

10. Sports - participating in any organized sport:  professional or semi-professional.

11. Driving - driving any taxi or intrastate or interstate long-distance vehicle for wage, compensation or 
profit. 

12. Avocations - mountaineering using ropes and/or other equipment, parachuting or hand-gliding.

13. Cosmetic Surgery - having cosmetic surgery or other elective procedures that are not medically 
necessary or having dental treatment except as a result of covered accident.

SECTION V CLAIM PROVISIONS

Notice of Claim - Written notice of claim must be given within 60 days after the covered accident or as soon 
as reasonably possible. The notice must be sent to us at our Home Office in Columbia, South Carolina. The 
notice should include the name of the insured and the Certificate number.
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Claim Forms - When we receive notice of a claim, we will send you the forms for filing proof of loss. If these 
forms are not sent to you within 15 working days, you will meet the proof of loss requirements by giving us a 
written statement of the nature and extent of the loss within the time limit stated on the Proof of Loss Section.

Proof of Loss - You must give us written proof within 90 days after the loss for which you are seeking 
benefits. If it is not reasonably possible to give written proof in the time required, we shall not reduce or deny 
the claim for this reason if the proof is filed as soon as reasonably possible. In any event, the proof required 
must be given no later than one year and 90 days from the covered accident unless you were legally 
incapacitated during that time.

Time of Payment of Claims: After we receive written proof of loss and process your claim, we will pay 
monthly all benefits then due for the claims providing a periodic payment. Benefits for any other loss covered 
by this Plan will be paid as soon as we receive proper written proof.

Payment Of Claims - Benefits will be paid to you. All of the benefits due will be paid to you unless you 
assign them elsewhere.  Any benefits unpaid at the time of your death will be paid in the following order:

1. to any approved assignee;
2. your beneficiary;
3. your surviving spouse;
4. your estate.

Changing Your Beneficiary - You can ask us to change your beneficiary at any time. The request must be in 
writing and the change must be approved by us. If approved, it will go into effect the day you sign the request. 
The change will not have any bearing on payments made before we approved the request.

Unpaid Premium - When a claim is paid, any premium due and unpaid may be deducted from the claim 
payment.

Physical Examination And Autopsy - At our expense, we can require you to have a physical examination as 
often as reasonably necessary while a claim is pending, or an autopsy in the case of death, where allowed by 
law. This will be done at our expense. 

Legal Action - You cannot take legal action against us for benefits under this Plan: 

1. within 60 days after you have sent us written proof of loss; or
2. more than 6 years from the time written proof is required to be given.

SECTION VI         GENERAL PROVISIONS

Entire Contract - The entire contract consists of:

1. the Plan;
2. the application of the policyholder; and 
3. if applicable, your application(s). 

All statements made in such application(s) shall, in the absence of fraud, be deemed representations and not 
warranties. No statement will be used in defense of a claim under this Plan unless: 

a. the statement is in writing signed by the policyholder or by you; and 
b. a copy of that statement is given to the policyholder or to you or to your beneficiary. 
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Contract Changes - No change in the Plan is valid unless approved by our Home Office and unless such 
approval is endorsed by an officer and attached to this Plan. No agent has the authority to change this Plan or to
waive any of its provisions. 

Misstatements of Age - If you incorrectly stated your age or the ages of your dependents, if any, in the 
application, the benefits will be such as the premium paid would have purchased at the correct age. If, based on 
the correct ages, we would not have issued your certificate or insured certain dependents under this certificate, 
then our responsibility will be to refund the excess premium paid, if any.

Time Limit On Certain Defenses - After the Plan has been in force for two years as respects an employee, 
only fraudulent misstatements in the application of that employee may be used to void his or her coverage or to 
deny any claim for loss incurred or disability that starts after the two year period.

Clerical Error- Clerical error by the policyholder will not end coverage or continue terminated coverage. In 
the event of such clerical error, a premium adjustment will be made.

Conformity With State Statutes - Any provision of the Plan which, on the Effective Date, is in conflict with 
the laws of the state in which the Plan was issued, will be amended to conform to the minimum requirements 
of those laws.
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SECTION VIII                                           BENEFIT SCHEDULE 

FRACTURES
Hip/thigh $4,500
Vertebrae 4,050
Pelvis 3,600
Skull (depressed) 3,375
Skull (simple) 1,575
Leg 2,700
Foot/ankle/knee cap 2,250
Forearm/hand 2,250
Lower jaw 1,800
Shoulder blade/collar bone 1,800
Upper arm/upper jaw 1,575
Facial bones (except teeth) 1,350
Vertebral processes 900
Coccyx/rib/finger/toe 360

DISLOCATIONS
Hip 3,600
Knee (not knee cap) 2,600
Shoulder 2,000
Foot/ankle 1,600
Hand 1,400
Lower jaw 1,200
Wrist 1,000
Elbow 800
Finger/toe 320

LACERATIONS
Over 6" 400
2" to 6" 200
Under 2" 50

Lacerations not requiring stitches 25

CONCUSSIONS 200

COMA 10,000

EMERGENCY DENTAL WORK
Repair with crown 150
Extraction 50

INJURIES REQUIRING SURGERY

Eye injuries 
Requiring surgical repair 250
Removal of foreign body 50

Tendons/ligaments 
Single 400
Multiple 600
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Ruptured disc
Date of injury occurs during
first certificate year 100

Date of injury occurs after
first certificate year 400

Torn knee cartilage
Date of injury occurs during
first certificate year 100

Date of injury occurs after
first certificate year 400

Internal Injuries 1,000

Exploratory Surgery (without repair) 250

PARALYSIS
Four limbs (quadriplegia) 10,000
Two limbs (paraplegia) 5,000

BURNS
Second Degree

Less than 10% 100
At least 10% but less than 25% 200
At least 25% but less than 35% 500
35% or more 1,000

Third Degree
Less than 10% 500
At least 10% but less than 25% 3,000
At least 25% but less than 35% 7,000
35% or more 10,000

SERVICES

Blood/plasma 100

Ambulance 100

Air ambulance 500

Transportation
Train or Plane 300
Bus 150

Family Member Lodging 100/per night
Maximum Benefit - 30 days

Medical fees 
Maximum per accident 125

Prosthesis 500
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Appliances 100

Accident Follow-up Treatment 25
Maximum of 6 treatments per covered accident

Physical Therapy 25
Maximum of 6 treatments per covered accident

Wellness 60
Once per 12-month period

HOSPITAL ADMISSION $1,000
Payable once per calendar year

HOSPITAL CONFINEMENT $200 /day
Maximum Benefit - 365 days
0 Day elimination Period

HOSPITAL INTENSIVE CARE $400 /day
Maximum Benefit - 30 days
0 Day elimination Period

ACCIDENTAL DISMEMBERMENT
Loss of hand, foot or sight 

Single loss 6,250
Double loss 25,000

Loss of one or more finger or toe 1,250

Partial Amputation of finger or toe 100

ACCIDENTAL DEATH 50,000

ACCIDENTAL COMMON CARRIER DEATH 100,000
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SECTION VIII CERTIFICATE SCHEDULE

HOSPITAL ADMISSION $1,000
Payable once per calendar year

HOSPITAL CONFINEMENT $200/day
Maximum Benefit - 365 days
0 Day elimination Period

HOSPITAL INTENSIVE CARE $400/day
Maximum Benefit - 30 days
0 Day elimination Period

Coverage Includes Other Benefits Shown In The Benefit Schedule

*Initial premium includes the premium for any riders purchased at the same time as the coverage provided by 
your certificate.

This certificate terminates on the premium due date which falls on or first follows your 70th birthday.





PR-06

CONTINENTAL AMERICAN INSURANCE COMPANY
Home Office: 2801 Devine Street, Columbia, South Carolina 29205

(herein called Continental American)

This Rider is a part of the Policy/Certificate to which it is attached. Unless amended by this Rider, 
Policy/Certificate Definitions, other Provisions and terms apply to this Rider.  

Portability Privilege

When coverage would otherwise terminate under the Plan because you end employment with the 
Employer, you may elect to continue your coverage. The coverage you may continue is that which you 
had on the date your employment terminated, including dependent coverage then in effect.

1. Coverage may not be continued for any of the following reasons:

a. the insured failed to pay any required premium;
b. the insured having attained age 70;
c. the Group Policy terminates.

2. To keep your insurance in force the insured must:

a. make written application to the Company within 31 days after the date  insurance 
would otherwise terminate; and

b. pay the required premium to the Company no later than 31 days after the date  
insurance would otherwise terminate.

3. Insurance will cease on the earliest of these dates:

a. the date the employee fails to pay any required premium;
b. the date the Group Policy is terminated.

If you qualify for this Portability Privilege as described, then the same benefits, Plan provisions, and 
premium rate as shown in the Plan/certificate as previously issued will apply.

Signed for the Company at its Home Office.

President





AFLAC PRIVACY PRACTICES 
 

Protecting the privacy and confidentiality of information about our customers is very important to American Family Life 
Assurance Company of Columbus, American Family Life Assurance Company of New York and Continental American 
Insurance Company (collectively, "Aflac"). Accordingly, we strive to comply with each of the following practices in 
everything we do: 

 
• We  do  not  sell,  rent,  lease  or  otherwise  disclose  personal  information  of  our  customers  for  purposes 

unrelated to our products and services.  The personal information of our customers is of paramount importance to 
us.  Therefore, we provide this information only to our employees, agents and third parties as required to allow them 
to help us develop and provide our insurance and employee benefit products and services. 

 
• We work to ensure information integrity and security. We use technology tools and design our business 

practices to help ensure that the personal information of our customers is properly gathered, stored and processed. 
We also work to maintain the security of, and internal and external access to, the personal information of our 
customers through the use of technology and our business practices. 

 
• We expect our agents and employees to respect the personal information of our customers. Aflac has 

business policies and practices in place to help ensure that our employees and agents carry out these practices and 
otherwise protect personal information about our customers.   Both employees and agents are subject to censure, 
dismissal, or termination for violation of these policies. 

 
These Privacy Practices apply to our U.S. customers.   Due to legal and cultural differences, our practices may vary 
outside the United States. 

 
PRIVACY NOTICE 

 
Aflac and our agents provide this notice to let you know about the current privacy practices of Aflac and our agents.  You 
do not need to do anything in response to this notice.   This notice is merely to inform you about how we 
safeguard your information. 

 
Collection of Information 

 
As part of Aflac's normal underwriting and operating procedures, Aflac (and our agents acting on our behalf) need to 
obtain information to determine an individual's eligibility for our products and services, and to perform our insurance 
functions.   Aflac and our agents may collect nonpublic personal information (which includes both nonpublic personal 
financial information and nonpublic personal health information) about Aflac's customers, including: 
• Information from our customers (including names, addresses, financial and health information). 
• Information about the customers' transactions with Aflac or our agents (including claims and payment information). 
• Information from consumer reporting agencies (including creditworthiness and credit history); motor vehicle records 

agencies (including accident reports and violations); investigators (including information regarding general character 
and participation in hazardous activities); insurance support organizations such as the Medical Information Bureau, 
Inc. (including claims, and health and insurance application histories); and the customers' health care providers 
(including health history), employers (including salary and benefits information), and family members. 

 
Disclosure of Information 

 
Aflac may disclose the nonpublic personal financial information we collect, as described above, as well as information 
about your transactions with us (such as your policy coverage, premiums, and payment history) to our agents or other 
third parties who perform services or functions on our behalf, including in some circumstances the marketing of Aflac 
products  We may also disclose the nonpublic personal financial information we collect to other third parties as authorized 
by you, or as required or permitted by law. 

 
Our agents will make disclosures of our customers' nonpublic personal financial information only while acting on Aflac's 
behalf and, furthermore, will make such disclosures only as Aflac itself is permitted to make. 

 
Neither Aflac nor our agents will use or share with other parties any nonpublic personal health information about Aflac 
customers for any purpose other than disclosures for the performance of insurance functions by Aflac or on our behalf, 
disclosures that are permitted or required by law, or disclosures that the customer has authorized. 
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Neither Aflac nor our agents will further disclose any nonpublic personal information about a former customer of Aflac 
other than as may be required or permitted by law. 

 
Confidentiality and Security 

 
Aflac and our agents will safeguard, according to strict standards of security and confidentiality, any information we 
collect, receive or maintain about Aflac's customers.  Aflac maintains administrative, technical, and physical safeguards to 
ensure the security and confidentiality of our customer information and records, to protect against anticipated threats or 
hazards to such records, and to protect against unauthorized access to or use of such information or records. 

 
Internally, Aflac limits access to our customers' information to only those employees who need access to the information 
to perform their job functions.  Employees who misuse information are subject to disciplinary actions.  Externally, we do 
not disclose customer information to any third parties unless we have previously informed the customer of the disclosure, 
have been authorized to do so by the customer, or are required or permitted to make the disclosure by law or our 
regulators. 

 
NOTICE OF INFORMATION PRACTICES 

 
Arizona,  California,  Connecticut,  Georgia,  Illinois,  Maine,  Massachusetts,  Minnesota,  Nevada,  New  Jersey,  North 
Carolina, Ohio, Oregon, and Virginia require insurers and agents to describe their information practices in addition to 
providing a Privacy Notice.  There is significant overlap between the two notices, but in general our Information Practices 
include the following: Aflac may obtain information about you and any other persons proposed for insurance.  Some of 
this information will come from you and some may come from other sources.  That information and any other subsequent 
information collected by Aflac may in some circumstances be disclosed to third parties without your specific consent. 
Residents of these states have the right to access and correct the information collected about them except information 
that relates to a claim or to a civil or criminal proceeding.  They also have the right to receive the specific reason for an 
adverse underwriting decision in writing.   If you wish to have a more detailed explanation of our information practices 
required by your state, please submit a written request to:  Aflac Worldwide Headquarters, ATTN:  Client Services, 1932 
Wynnton Road, Columbus, Georgia 31999. 

 
NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES - PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION 

 
If you would like a copy of Aflac's Notice of Privacy Practices - Protected Health Information issued   pursuant to the 
Federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA), as amended in 2009, copies are available 
by sending a written request to:  Aflac Worldwide Headquarters, ATTN: Privacy Office, 1932 Wynnton Road, Columbus, 
Georgia 31999. 
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